Hello! Here are this week’s English activities. There is
no need to print out the sheets - just write the
answers in the yellow exercise book that went home
in your distance learning pack. If you would rather
type some of your work, that’s fine!
If you have any questions, or when you have
completed your work, email me at:
Beech@newvalleyprimary.com
You can send a photo of the answers in your distance
learning book or add a document as an attachment.

Week 10
English Lesson 1

Reread Page 94 or
ask someone to
read it to you.

Don’t forget to
write this heading
in your distance
learning book.

This is the last week that we will be using Street Child for our English work.
Today, you are going to be thinking about what might happen next in the
story in preparation for writing your own ending.

Some questions that may help: Rosie tells Jim that he isn’t able to stay with her, where
does he go next? What happens to him? Does he come across any obstacles? Reread the
very first chapter ‘Tell Me Your Story, Jim’. We know a man called Barnie changes Jim’s
life…who is he and how do you think they meet?

Create a diagram like this
to make notes or draw
what you think is going to
happen next. Think of 3 key
events to help you organise
your thoughts.

You need your copy of…

Week 10
English Lesson 2

Don’t forget to
write this heading
in your distance
learning book.

Today, you get to start writing your own ending to Street Child! Be as creative
as you can with your descriptions and help the reader visualise what is going
on. The three key events that you used in your plan yesterday will help you
structure your writing. Don’t forget to use paragraphs!

Here is a
reminder of
things to include
in Year 5 writing!

You need your
copy of…

Week 10
English Lesson 3

Don’t forget to
write this heading
in your distance
learning book.

Reread what you have written so far. With a different coloured pen or pencil,
you are going to do some editing! Editing is an important part of the writing
process and allows you to make your writing as effective as possible.

Things to look out for when editing…
• Do your ideas flow clearly? Have
you missed out any words or any
of your ideas?
• Have you got a capital letter at the
beginning of every sentence?
• Does every sentence have the
correct punctuation at the end (.?!)
• Have you used powerful
descriptions? Is it exciting to read?
• Is it all written in the correct tense?
• Have you used some of the Year 5
writing tools from Lesson 2?
• Is your writing organised clearly?
Have you used paragraphs? If you
haven’t, put a // to show where
you would start a new paragraph.
You need your copy of…

Poem of
the week

Pick one, or more, of these
questions…

What is your opinion of the
poem when you read it top to
bottom. What is your opinion of
the poem when you read it
bottom to top?

What do you think the poet is
trying to communicate in this
poem?

Joke of the week
Email me what you think the punch line is!

